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Earth Changing Shape, 

Aligned Lesson 1 

Science Lesson 1 for Unit: Earth’s Changing Shape 

Carol Humm 
Grade Level: 2nd 
 

About Author/Teacher 
K-8 Instructional Coach 
chumm@sd161.org 
Flossmoor School District 161, Homewood, Illinois 

Related Unit: Earth’s Changing Shape Lesson Length:  
five 20-50 minute lessons (approximate) 

Enduring Understandings:  Essential Questions 

▪ Earth’s land is always changing. (2-ESS1-1)  
▪ The shape of land can change slowly or quickly. 

(2-ESS1-1)  
▪ Earth’s landforms are shaped by different 

processes including water, wind, ice, people and 
animals (2-ESS1-1)  

▪ We can design an object solution to a problem by 
developing sketches, drawings or models and 
sharing ideas. (K-2-ETS1-2) 

▪ Cause and effect can be observed through 
landform formation (2-ESS1-1) 

▪ We can take measurements and create graphs to 
display our information. (2.MD.D.9)  

▪ We can describe and classify different materials 
based on the properties we can observe. (2-PS-1)  

▪ How are earth’s landforms shaped? (2-ESS1-1) 
▪ How long does it take to change the shape of the 

lands on earth? (2-ESS1-1) 
▪ How can we design an object to solve a problem? 

(K-2-ETS1-2) 

▪ How can we measure data and represent our 

findings to others? (2.MD.D.9) 

▪ How can we describe and classify different 

materials? (2-PS-1)  

Transfer Goals 
▪ Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering) 
▪ Planning and carrying out investigations 

▪ Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information 

▪ Analyzing and interpreting data 
▪ Using mathematics and computational thinking 

Learning Objectives 

▪ I can ask and answer questions.  

▪ I can analyze texts and videos to gather information about how the earth’s land is shaped.  

▪ I can explain verbally, visually or in writing my thinking about science investigations and 

concepts.  

▪ I can describe patterns showing how earth’s landforms are shaped.  

▪ I can use a model to demonstrate landform changes.  

▪ I can use a sketch, drawing or model to design a solution to a problem.  

▪ I can measure length using standard units of measurement.  

▪ I can create a line plot representing measurement data.  

▪ I can describe and classify the properties of different materials that I observe.  

Aligned Standards 

▪ 2-ESS1-1 Use information from several sources to provide evidence that Earth events can occur 
quickly or slowly.  
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▪ K-2-ETS1-2 Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an 
object helps it function as needed to solve a given problem. 

▪ 2-PS-1 Plan and conduct an investigation to describe and classify different kinds of materials by their 
observable properties. 

▪ RI.2.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, why, and how to demonstrate 

understanding of key details in a text. 

▪ RI.2.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 2 topic or subject 

area. 

▪ W.2.7 Participate in shared research and writing projects (e.g., read a number of books on a single 

topic to produce a report; record science observations). 

▪ W.2.8. Recall information from experiences or gather information from provided sources to answer a 

question.  

▪ MP.4. Model with mathematics. (CCSS MA) 

▪ 2.MD.D.9 Generate measurement data by measuring lengths of several objects to the nearest whole 

unit, or by making repeated measurements of the same object. Show the measurements by making a 

line plot, where the horizontal scale is marked off in whole-number units. (CCSS MA)  

▪ SS.IS.1.K-2. Create questions to help guide inquiry about a topic with guidance from adults and/or 

peers. (IL-SS) 

▪ SS.IS.2.K-2. Explore facts from various sources that can be used to answer the developed questions. 

(IL-SS) 

▪ SS.IS.3.K-2. Gather information from one or two sources with guidance and support from adults 

and/or peers. (IL-SS) 

Library of Congress: Primary Sources Materials/Supplies/Resources 
● Scenery in Colorado National 

Monument:  

 
https://www.loc.gov/item/2015633067/ 

● Earth’s Changing Shape Unit Pre-

Assessment (see end of this document)  

● KWL chart like the one found here: 

https://sarahsanderson79.weebly.com/

k-w-l-strategy-chart.html  

● Primary Source Analysis Tool: Teacher’s 

Guide for Analyzing Photographs & 

Prints: 

http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingpri

marysources/resources/Analyzing_Phot

ographs_and_Prints.pdf  

● Question word visual 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/

1EUE76ieka8XHYmnwilspKaM-

Z0sWz7bvLvdfDMi2BTc/edit?usp=shari

ng   

● Properties of materials slide show: 
https://www.slideshare.net/emiesrpe16/materi
als-and-their-properties-presentation  

● Observational Checklist for Questioning 
(see pages at end of Lesson 1)  

● Per group:  
o Newspaper 
o two plastic disposable cups 

https://www.loc.gov/item/2015633067/
https://sarahsanderson79.weebly.com/k-w-l-strategy-chart.html
https://sarahsanderson79.weebly.com/k-w-l-strategy-chart.html
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Analyzing_Photographs_and_Prints.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Analyzing_Photographs_and_Prints.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Analyzing_Photographs_and_Prints.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EUE76ieka8XHYmnwilspKaM-Z0sWz7bvLvdfDMi2BTc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EUE76ieka8XHYmnwilspKaM-Z0sWz7bvLvdfDMi2BTc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EUE76ieka8XHYmnwilspKaM-Z0sWz7bvLvdfDMi2BTc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EUE76ieka8XHYmnwilspKaM-Z0sWz7bvLvdfDMi2BTc/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.slideshare.net/emiesrpe16/materials-and-their-properties-presentation
https://www.slideshare.net/emiesrpe16/materials-and-their-properties-presentation
https://www.loc.gov/item/2015633067/
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o play sand (meant for sandboxes) 
o garden soil 
o party balloon (make sure 

students handling balloon don’t 
have latex allergy)  

o 2 aluminum baking pans per 
group  

o another plastic cup for pouring 

water   

o Ruler with standard unit of 

measurement: inches (optional 

1 per student)  

● Observational Checklist for Modeling 

(see pages at end of Lesson 1)  

● Reflection on “I Can…” statements (see 

pages at end of Lesson 1)  

● Do You Really Want to Create a 

Mudslide? by Daniel D. Maurer (I was 

able to view this digitally on Hoopla 

with my local public library card) 

● 1 science journal (notebook) per 

student 

● Print resource: Earth’s Changing 

Surface by Buffy Silverman, 2013 

● Drawing paper--at least 1 per student 

● 1 copy per student “Examining Earth’s 

Events” organizer: 

http://static.nsta.org/connections/elem

entaryschool/201504TTTBK-

2DataSheets.pdf  

● (optional): 1 computer/ laptop/ tablet 

per child or small group of children  

● Optional extension activity on 

properties of soil matter: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/f7fyrd43h

go5tqg/Identifying%20Your%20Soil.pdf

?dl=0  

● Lesson 1 Formative Assessment and 

Lesson 1 Formative Assessment Rubric  

Lesson Plan 

Engage: How can I get students interested in this? 

http://static.nsta.org/connections/elementaryschool/201504TTTBK-2DataSheets.pdf
http://static.nsta.org/connections/elementaryschool/201504TTTBK-2DataSheets.pdf
http://static.nsta.org/connections/elementaryschool/201504TTTBK-2DataSheets.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/f7fyrd43hgo5tqg/Identifying%20Your%20Soil.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/f7fyrd43hgo5tqg/Identifying%20Your%20Soil.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/f7fyrd43hgo5tqg/Identifying%20Your%20Soil.pdf?dl=0
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● PRIOR TO THE FIRST LESSON: Administer “Earth’s Changing Shape Unit Pre-Assessment” to determine 

student readiness level for instruction. Plan instruction based on student need. Although test is formatted 

for written assessment, allow students to answer in drawing, words or orally for the best understanding of 

content knowledge. Pre-assessment is listed at the end of this lesson plan.  

● The engage portion of the lesson will take approximately one 30 minute class period 

● Potential student misconceptions prior to lesson:  

o Students may think that differing land structures have always looked this way or that they were 

“made” by people. It will be important to stress the cross-cutting concepts of cause/ effect and 

stability/ change to help students understand there are certain land-shaping processes that can 

occur quickly or slowly and are occurring all the time.  

● (10 minutes) Unit opener: Gather students and ask them to talk about what kind of land is outside the 

window/ the school or what kind of land they can see in the distance. Now ask them what other kinds of 

land they have seen in pictures, on television or when visiting other places. Hopefully, students will name 

various kinds of land and water features like plains, mountains, valleys, islands, rivers, lakes, etc. If not, ask 

guiding questions to solicit these type of responses.  

o Tell students that as a class, we will be studying different kinds of landforms and we’ll record our 

thinking along the way to see how our ideas about landforms change during the course of our 

study using a KWL (Know/ Wonder/ Learn) chart.  

o Post and discuss the I can statements for the day: “I can share what I know about a topic.” and “I 

can ask questions about a topic.”  

o Ask students “What do you know about different kinds of landforms around the Earth?”  

o Record students answers in K column “What do I know?” (Such as one found here: 

https://sarahsanderson79.weebly.com/k-w-l-strategy-chart.html)  

o Now ask students, “What do you know about how different kinds of land around the Earth are 

shaped? What causes such different types of lands to exist around the Earth?”  

o Continue to record responses under “What do I know?”  

● (20 minutes) Project “Scenes in Colorado National Monument” https://www.loc.gov/item/2015633067/ 

primary source 

● Tell students that scientists make observations, which means they watch and sometimes listen to things 

carefully. Scientists then reflect on their observations, ask questions and do further research. Today the 

class is going to do just that by observing a picture of a landform.  

● Teacher questions students about the primary source using questions such as those detailed below and as 

outlined in the Primary Source Analysis Teacher’s Guide: Analyzing Photographs & Prints: 

http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Analyzing_Photographs_and_Prints.pdf  

● Use the Think-Pair-Share strategy for each of the following categories. First, ask some questions, then allow 

think time. Next, ask students to share in partners/ small groups. Finally, share out a few answers in large 

group. Try to pace lesson so each section takes no more than 5 minutes.  

o Observe: 

▪ Describe what you see.  

▪ What do you notice first?  

▪ What objects are shown?  

▪ What is the physical setting?  

▪ What details can you see?  

o Reflect: 

▪ How do you think this landform was shaped? 

▪ Why do you think this landform looks different than others?   

▪ What can you learn from examining this image?  

▪ Why do you think someone took this picture?  

● Tell students that as part of their 2nd grade standards they are also expected to ask questions. Show 

Question Word Visual and ask questions below: 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EUE76ieka8XHYmnwilspKaM-

Z0sWz7bvLvdfDMi2BTc/edit?usp=sharing  

o Question: (save these questions for next lesson)  

https://sarahsanderson79.weebly.com/k-w-l-strategy-chart.html
https://www.loc.gov/item/2015633067/
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/resources/Analyzing_Photographs_and_Prints.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EUE76ieka8XHYmnwilspKaM-Z0sWz7bvLvdfDMi2BTc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EUE76ieka8XHYmnwilspKaM-Z0sWz7bvLvdfDMi2BTc/edit?usp=sharing
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▪ What do you wonder about by observing this image?  

▪ Think about starting your question with one of these words:  

● What? 

● When? 

● How? 

● Why?  

● Where?  

● Who? 

o Further Investigation: (save these questions/ ideas for next lesson)  

▪ What more do you want to know about this image?  

▪ How can you find out more about this?  

▪ How can you find out more about landforms?  

o Have students write down one of their questions at end of the lesson to use as a formative 

assessment. Teacher should use a + (exceeds), ✔ (meets), - (below) observational chart to see 

which students need additional instruction in formulating questions using question words and 

which students need extension activities in developing higher-level questioning (instead of surface 

level). See Observational Checklist for Questioning resource page at end of this lesson plan. 

Teachers can return these exit slips with questions with feedback for students on their ability to 

formulate questions.  

● Ask students to share what they are most excited about learning in the upcoming unit about the Earth’s 

landforms. Ask students to give a thumb up, down or in the middle if they feel confident that  they have 

completed the “I can…” statements for the day. Review 2 posted statements and ask for hand signal 

responses.  

● A few follow-up activity ideas:  

o Beginning: Write a caption for the image.  

o Advanced: Have students research other landform images and observe, reflect and ask questions 

about the new images 

Explore: What tasks/questions can I offer to help students puzzle through this? 
● The Explore portion of the lesson will take approximately 50 minutes + 1 hour drying time  
● Potential student misconceptions:  

o Students may not realize that the movement of sand and soil can cause large changes over time. 
This exploration is meant to begin to provide background knowledge on this concept. Again, focus 
cross-cutting concepts on cause/ effect and stability/ change. Guide students into using these 
terms as you are asking them to discuss. Encourage them to use the vocabulary of the cross-
cutting concepts.  

● Connect to prior learning (5 minutes): 
o Ask students to discuss in whole group what they remember about the primary source images they 

discussed in the last lesson 
o Tell students today we will be continuing our study of landforms and will focus specifically on 

thinking about the unit’s essential questions:  

▪ How are earth’s landforms shaped?  

▪ How can we design an object to solve a problem? 

▪ How can we measure data and represent our findings to others? 

o Post and tell students that they will focus on the I can statements: 

▪ I can describe patterns showing how earth’s landforms are shaped.  

▪ I can use a model to demonstrate landform changes.  

▪ I can use a sketch, drawing or model to design a solution to a problem.  

▪ I can measure length using standard units of measurement.  

▪ I can describe and classify the properties of different materials that I observe. 

● Explore (Investigate) (15 minutes + 1 hour drying time + 20 minutes): Explain to students that today we will 
be discovering what happens when we explore using balloons, sand and soil. Use the following directions to 
create the experiment (steps taken directly from the book Do You Really Want to Create a Mudslide? by 
Daniel D. Maurer (I was able to view this digitally on Hoopla with my local public library card)  
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o Note to teachers: if the weather allows, you may want to take this experiment outside (as long as 
it’s not already windy!)  

o Per group of 3-4 students: “What you need:  
▪ Newspaper 
▪ two plastic disposable cups 
▪ play sand (meant for sandboxes) 
▪ garden soil 
▪ party balloon” (make sure students handling balloon don’t have a latex allergy)  
▪ Can use aluminum baking pans per group to contain the activity  
▪ I would also add another plastic cup for pouring water  
▪ Ruler with standard unit of measurement inches  (optional 1 per student)  

o “What you do:  
▪ Cover your work surface with newspaper.  
▪ Fill one cup with play sand and the other with garden soil 
▪ Add just enough water to the cup with sand to make it stand on its own. Press down the 

sand like you’re making a sand castle. Turn the cup quickly on its end and remove the cup 
slowly so the structure stands on its own. You may want to consider having students place 
their castle structures in the 2 aluminum baking pans to contain the mess. 

▪ Add just a little water to the cup with dirt. It will take less water than the sand. (You don’t 
want to make a mud pie!) Press down the dirt; then turn the cup over to make a dirt 
castle. 

▪ Allow your “castles” to dry for one hour.”  
● While student “castles” are drying show students this slide show 

https://www.slideshare.net/emiesrpe16/materials-and-their-properties-
presentation on the properties of materials. The goal is to help students 
understand that everything around us can be described by their observable 
properties (Plan and conduct an investigation to describe and classify different 
kinds of materials by their observable properties.2-PS1-1)  

● After viewing slide show, give student groups closed plastic bags with a handful 
of soil in one and a handful of sand in the other. Ask students to observe the 
properties of the two materials. (Teachers may wish to decide whether or not to 
allow students to touch the materials inside the bags and give those directions 
clearly to students.)  

● Help students use a variety of adjectives to describe the differences between the 
soil and the sand, using words that refer to hardness, size, composition, etc.  

● Ask students to hypothesize on which materials will better absorb the water and 
maintain their shape after drying.  

● If time allows, create a class list of observable properties of the soil and sand. 
You may also wish to have students fill out and/ or model  a simple comparison 
graphic organizer (like a Venn Diagram) to show what is similar and what is 
different about the observable properties.  

▪ Once “castle” structures have dried: have each student take a turn using the inch side of 
the ruler to measure each structure before exploration. Direct students to measure their 
structure to the nearest whole unit inch.  

▪ Have then draw a quick sketch of their castles in their science notebooks. Show students 
how to label their drawings using a vertical line next to their drawing and indicating the 
height, in inches, next to their drawings. Have students measure to at least the whole unit 
inch. Ask students:  

● What do you think will happen to these castles if we introduce air from the 
balloons?  

● Why do you think this? 
● Encourage students to use the terms of cross-cutting language such as “change,” 

“cause,” and “effect” as they describe their ideas. If necessary, guide them to use 
sentence stems to frame their discussions.  

▪ “For the wind, blow up a party balloon, but don’t tie it. Point the balloon at each castle 
and let the air out. Which type of soil stands up better to the wind?” 

o As students experiment with their balloons and sand and dirt castles, prompt small groups with 

https://www.slideshare.net/emiesrpe16/materials-and-their-properties-presentation
https://www.slideshare.net/emiesrpe16/materials-and-their-properties-presentation
https://ngss.nsta.org/DisplayStandard.aspx?view=pe&id=59
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the following questions:  
▪ What change do you notice happening when you blow the air from the balloon on the 

sand castle? 
● Guide students to use the answer stem, “I notice the change of…”   

▪ What change do you notice happening when you blow the air from the balloon on the dirt 
castle?  

● Guide student to use the answer stem, “I notice the change of…”  
▪ Which type of soil is stable--stands up better to the wind?  

● Guide students to use the answer stem, “I notice ___________ is more stable 
because ________.”  

▪ What happens when you move farther away or closer to your structures? What changes?  
▪ What questions do you have about this process?  
▪ What kind of patterns do you see or can you describe from this activity?  

● Guide students to use the terms “cause” and “effect” in their explanations to get 
used to using language from the cross-cutting concepts.  

o Once students have completed their “wind” blowing, have each student remeasure each castle 
(dirt and sand). Have students record their measurements again using a sketch in their science 
journals. Do a quick check to make sure all students have before and after measurements to the 
whole inch of both the sand and soil castle.  

● Design (10 minutes): Ask students to think about what kind of structure they could design to prevent the 
sand or soil from being blown down. Have them sketch a structure in their notebooks that could keep the 
sand/ soil in place. Ask them to think about what kinds of shapes they would need to include to keep the 
sediment in place. After students have completed their sketches ask them to share (either in partners, small 
groups or in the whole class) and to explain:  

o How will your structure keep the sand/ soil in place?  
o How does the shape of your structure help solve this problem?  

● Have students complete self-reflection on ”I can…” statements (found at end of this lesson document).  
● Collect science notebooks and look for evidence of drawings, labels, captions and explanations of 

observations. Use the Observational Checklist for Modeling (found at end of Lesson 1 document) to record 
students’ growth in the area of modeling. If students are showing a lack of understanding of how to 
represent observations or modeling through these methods, consider pulling for direct instruction on how 
to express thoughts and observations/ modeling. If students are meeting expectations continue instruction. 
If students are surpassing expectations in their recordings, consider providing alternative ways to document 
observations through video and  slideshows with further in-depth explanations or constructing physical 
models.. Use this formative assessment to provide students with feedback on their progress so far.  

 

 

 

 

Explain: How can I help students make sense of their observations? 
● The explain portion of the lesson should take approximately one 40 minute class period.  

● Potential student misconceptions:  

o Students may believe there is only one way to represent data. Stress that mathematicians and scientists have 

many ways they can communicate their results to others for understanding.  

o Students may not realize that Earth-shaping events can happen quickly or slowly. Stress the cross-cutting 

concepts of cause/ effect and stability/ change.  

● (5 minutes) Connect to previous learning:  

o Unit opener continued: Review column of the KWL chart with the class. Remind them that great scientists 

think about what they know and ask questions. Ask students, based on their exploration from yesterday, what 

do they wonder? Add questions to the “W” column of the chart. 

o Teacher explains that one of the ways great scientists discover answers to their questions is through gathering 

research by doing a lot of reading, talking with other scientists and watching videos. Explain that today, the 

class is going to do to these things to learn more about the essential questions they are trying to answer: 

▪ How are earth’s landforms shaped? 

▪ How long does it take to change the shape of the lands on earth? 
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▪ How can we measure data and represent our findings to others? 

o Teacher discusses and posts the I can statements:  

▪ I can analyze texts and videos to gather information about how the earth’s land is shaped.  

▪ I can explain verbally and in writing my thinking about science investigations and concepts.  

▪ I can create a line plot representing measurement data.  

● (15 minutes) Have students take out their science journals from the exploration and find the page with their inches 

measurements of the sand and dirt castles.  

o Ask students: 

▪ Why do you think we collected this data? (Help students understand that scientists also use math to 

help them explain their findings.)  

▪ What patterns did you and your group see from your measurements from before and after you blew 

the “wind” with the balloon?  

▪ How can we use this information to help us understand cause and effect?  

▪ How can we take the measurements we collected and put it in a form that others can understand our 

findings? 

o Tell students that today we will learn how to turn our measurements into a line plot. Show students an 

example of a line plot (i.e. https://study.com/academy/practice/quiz-worksheet-line-plots.html) and ask them 

to comment on what they notice about this type of graph. Make sure students point out that there is title, a 

horizontal line with numbers and labels telling what both axises are. Explain you will make a class line plot that 

each student will record in their science notebooks.  

o Next, draw a line plot frame on the whiteboard/ chalkboard/ Smartboard with the horizontal line representing 

whole inches. Label the x-axis as “Height in Inches” and label it with numbers 0-10 (or the highest number you 

have in your class data for height of castles). Next, label the left side as “Number of Sand/ Dirt Castles.” Finally, 

give the chart the title at the top of  “Before Wind: Sand/ Dirt Castles.” Give each small group of students 

(same small groups from science exploration) 2 post-it notes and ask them to come up to the line plot and 

place their 2 post-it notes on the whole number inch from their “before” measurements of their sand/ dirt 

castles. Draw an X on each post-it note. Once the line plot is completed, ask students to copy the graph into 

their science notebooks, all labels included (use Xs to indicate units on top of inch numbers).  

o Repeat the procedure again. This time, label the chart at the top “After Wind: Sand/ Dirt Castles.” Have 

students use their after measurements to place their post-it notes. Have students copy this second line plot in 

their science notebooks with labels included.  

o Ask students to compare the two charts and describe what patterns they see in the data (the before chart 

should have multiple Xs with larger numbers than the after chart--representing cause and effect of the wind on 

the castles in data form).  

● (10 minutes)  Teacher passes out blank paper, science notebooks or devices to students and asks them to record 

specific vocabulary words or any answers they find to the questions as listed above. (If students are using devices, 

students can record thinking on apps/websites like Educreations, SeeSaw, Padlet, etc.) Teacher reads aloud text Earth’s 

Changing Surface by Buffy Silverman, 2013 (I was able to view digitally using Hoopla with my local public library card). 

As the teacher reads, students record important information (CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.2.1, CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.2.4). 

Vocabulary words specifically emphasized in the text are: surface, faults, earthquakes, volcano, erosion, glacier. Give 

students 2 minutes to share recordings with students near them (in small group or partners).  

● (10 minutes) Ask students to select one of earth’s events that was in the text. Pass out graphic organizer “Examining 

Earth’s Events”--one per student http://static.nsta.org/connections/elementaryschool/201504TTTBK-2DataSheets.pdf. 

Have students fill out the first two prompts, then gather in partners and discuss findings. Once students have discussed 

their ideas, they can continue to fill out the evidence they found in the reading, including illustrations. In order for all 

students to access the text, you may need to request multiple copies from your local public library, or have several 

devices available using Hoopla to show digitally.  

● Ask students to sort these events into two columns by those events that occur quickly and those that occur slowly. Class 

reflects on learning in a whole group discussion.  

Extend/Elaborate: How can my students apply their new knowledge to other situations? 

https://study.com/academy/practice/quiz-worksheet-line-plots.html
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/4/
http://static.nsta.org/connections/elementaryschool/201504TTTBK-2DataSheets.pdf
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● The Extend/ Elaborate portion of the lesson should take approximately one 30 minute class period 

● Potential student misconceptions: Students may think that erosion is something that happens in other places. Help 

them to realize they can see evidence of this process on their own school grounds to help personalize their 

understanding.  

● (5 minutes) Teacher asks students to think about all they have learned over the past several lessons. Teacher reminds 

students that they are trying to answer the questions:  

o How are earth’s landforms shaped? 
o How long does it take to change the shape of the lands on earth? 

as well as the questions that students generated in the KWL chart. Spend a few minutes asking students to share the 
earth’s events that they recorded in the previous lesson. Ask students what they have learned so far about these 
questions.  

o Teacher discusses and posts the I can statements:  

▪ I can analyze texts and videos to gather information about how the earth’s land is shaped.  

▪ I can explain verbally and in writing my thinking about science investigations and concepts.  

▪ I can describe patterns showing how earth’s landforms are shaped.  

● (25 minutes) Tell students that they will now continue extending their knowledge with a scavenger hunt! Teacher 

chooses either to  

o 1. allow students to examine school grounds looking for evidence of erosion (such as dirt between cracks in the 

sidewalk or at the edge of where the soil meets the parking lot, run-off from an elevated area like a hill, small 

sand dunes, etc.) Students should record findings in science journals as search and report findings to small 

groups once they return to class.  

▪ If using school grounds to look for evidence of erosion, use this opportunity to also talk with students 

about the properties of the matter they are seeing. Help them use adjectives to describe the 

properties of the soil/ sand they are viewing outside and relate this to the soil/ sand they examined in 

the Explore part of the lesson. Have them compare the new materials with those studied in the 

Exploration. Which properties are the same? Which are different? How would these different 

properties impact the soil’s ability to absorb water?  

▪ If looking for an extension on soil property identification, view page 3 on this PDF for a hands-on way 

to determine what type of soil your students are viewing: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/f7fyrd43hgo5tqg/Identifying%20Your%20Soil.pdf?dl=0  

o 2. provides books or devices for students to do a safe search looking for images of other landforms across the 

country or the world that show evidence of erosion. If using devices, try using a safe search option, such as 

https://www.safesearchkids.com/google-kids/#.WqtTK5PwafU. If using devices, one option is for teacher to 

create a Google Slides document in which students directly search images from the document and insert into 

different slides. This way, a class-made slide show will be created as an end product.  

● Teacher’s choice may depend on season, availability of land around school, etc. Make the choice that best fits your 

students’ needs!  

● If time allows, gather class to discuss findings and new understandings as a whole group.  

Evaluate: How can I help my students self-evaluate and reflect on the learning? 
● The Evaluate portion of the lesson should take approximately one 20 minute class period.  

● (5 minutes):  

o Teacher discusses and posts the I can statements:  

▪ I can explain verbally, visually and in writing my thinking about science investigations and concepts.  

▪ I can describe patterns showing how earth’s landforms are shaped.  

o Ask students to record in their science journals, using complete sentences, what they have learned so far about 

the essential questions:  

▪ How are earth’s landforms shaped? 

▪ How long does it take to change the shape of the lands on earth? 
Remind students to use vocabulary specific to what they have been learning. Let them know that you are curious as to 

what they understand so far. Ask students to end their reflections with a question they still have about how the earth is 

shaped.  

● (5 minutes) Post or project KWL chart. Tell students that the next column of the chart is an “L” to record  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/f7fyrd43hgo5tqg/Identifying%20Your%20Soil.pdf?dl=0
https://www.safesearchkids.com/google-kids/#.WqtTK5PwafU
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“What have we learned?” about the topic so far. Ask students to share what they recorded in their journals and then 

record the student thinking as a whole class on the chart. Keep encouraging students to use the subject-specific 

vocabulary they have learned as they explain their thinking.   

● (10 minutes) Lesson 1 Formative Assessment (found at end of this lesson document): Have students record their ideas 

about erosion in their science journals or on the provided formative assessment sheet--use this as an exit slip. 

Encourage students to include both words and illustrations to communicate their understanding of the concept of 

erosion and the two essential questions:  

o How are earth’s landforms shaped? 

o How long does it take to shape the Earth’s lands?  

o How can we design an object to solve a problem? 

o How can we measure data and represent our findings to others?  

o What do you wonder about this topic?  

● Use student writing/ illustrations as a formative assessment to gauge understanding of concepts. Adjust instruction as 
needed based on understanding. (See Rubric at end of this lesson document.)  

o Provide students with feedback on formative assessment with either comments or an indication of additional 
extension/ instruction as listed below:  

o If students are found to be exceeding expectations consider challenging students by having them begin to 
engage in independent research in an area of erosion that interests them (water, wind, ice, human) or another 
Earth-shaping process. Have students create a slideshow  presentation/ children’s book/ poster for the class to 
present research found on concept.  

o If students are found to meet expectations, continue instruction.  
o If students are found to be below expectations so far, consider pulling in a small group to provide direct 

instruction on the area of need. These areas may include:  
▪ A review of the process of erosion and how it shapes land (this lesson focused on wind erosion in the 

exploration).  
▪ A review of the timeline of erosion.  
▪ A review on how we can work to design an object to solve a problem--what steps scientists can take 

and how they use drawings, sketches and models to help them create solutions to problems--focused 
specifically on the shape of objects to meet a certain function.  

▪ A review on how to measure using a ruler and how to create a line plot.  
▪ A review on how to formulate questions using 5Ws and 1H to begin sentences.  
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Earth’s Changing Shape Unit Pre-Assessment 

 

Name: _______________________________________________ Date: __________________ 

 

1. What are landforms?  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. How are Earth’s landforms shaped?  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. How long does it take to shape the Earth’s lands?  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. What is erosion?  

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
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Earth's Changing Shape Pre-Assessment Rubric 

 

Name: _______________________________________________ Date: __________________ 

Concepts Level 1--Below Level 2--Meets Level 3--Exceeds 

What are landforms?  Unable to answer 
question in either 
drawing, words or orally. 
Or, information provided 
is inaccurate/ shows 
major misunderstandings 
of core content areas/ 
cross-cutting concepts.  

Provides examples of 
landforms such as 
mountains, valleys, 
hills, glaciers, deserts, 
plains, plateaus, 
canyons, etc.  

Provides a  definition 
of landforms such as: 
“parts of the Earth’s 
surface” and 
provides examples 
OR just provides a 
definition.  

How are Earth’s 
landforms shaped?  

Unable to answer 
question in either 
drawing, words or orally. 
Or, information provided 
is inaccurate/ shows 
major misunderstandings 
of core content areas/ 
cross-cutting concepts.  

Able to demonstrate 
that land changes 
through wearing away 
through wind, water 
or ice (names at least 
1 of these) OR that 
land changes through 
another logical 
process: faults, 
earthquakes, volcano, 
erosion, glaciers. 

Uses the unit 
vocabulary in 
description to 
explain land-shaping 
processes: surface, 
faults, earthquakes, 
volcano, erosion, 
glacier. Description is 
clear and accurate 
and shows high level 
of understanding.  

How long does it take 
to shape the Earth’s 
lands?  

Unable to answer 
question in either 
drawing, words or orally. 
Or, information provided 
is inaccurate/ shows 
major misunderstandings 
of core content areas/ 
cross-cutting concepts.  

Able to explain that 
land can change slowly 
over many, many 
years (erosion, faults, 
glaciers) OR quickly 
over a few minutes or 
hours or days 
(earthquakes, volcano, 
landslide).  

Able to explain that 
land changes can 
happen slowly over 
many, many years 
(erosion, faults, 
glaciers) AND quickly 
over a few minutes 
or hours or days 
(earthquakes, 
volcano, landslide). 
Accurate and shows 
high level of 
understanding.   

What is erosion?  Unable to answer 
question in either 
drawing, words or orally. 
Or, information provided 
is inaccurate/ shows 
major misunderstandings 
of core content areas/ 
cross-cutting concepts.  

Defines erosion as a 
wearing away of land 
over time. Might name 
at least 1 way erosion 
impacts land (wind, 
water, ice, humans.) 

Defines erosion as a 
wearing away of land 
over time AND 
names at least 1 way 
erosion impacts land 
(wind, water, ice, 
humans.)  
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Total Score _________/ 12     Percentage: ______________  

Earth’s Changing Shape: Observational Checklist for Questioning,  

Lesson 1 (After “Engage”)  

Learning Target: I can use a sketch, drawing or model to design a solution to a problem.  

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.2.1  Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, why, and how to 

demonstrate understanding of key details in a text. 

+ exceeds standard (consider pulling students in a small group to differentiate with extension on 

asking higher-level questions about content--lesson on thick/ thin--why/ how questions) 

✔ meets questioning expectations--on track, continue instruction  

-  below questioning expectations (consider pulling students in a small group to differentiate 

with direct instruction on question formation using 5Ws and 1 H)  

 

Student Name Date:  Date:  Date:  Date:  

Indication  +/ ✔/ - +/ ✔/ - +/ ✔/ - +/ ✔/ - 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

  

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/2/1/
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Earth’s Changing Shape: Observational Checklist for Modeling,  

Lesson 1 (After “Explore”) 

Learning Target: I can ask and answer questions. (Focus on using 5W and 1H question words: who, what, 

where, when, why, how at the beginning of questions).  

K-2-ETS1-2  (NGSS) Develop a simple sketch, drawing, or physical model to illustrate how the shape of an object 

helps it function as needed to solve a given problem.  

+ exceeds standard (consider pulling students in a small group  to differentiate with extension on 

stages of developing a model and beginning to construct, test and revise their models) 

✔ meets modeling expectations--on track, continue instruction  

-  below modeling expectations (consider pulling students in a small group to differentiate with 

direct instruction on how to draw/ develop a model considering shape of an object based on 

the purpose of what trying to accomplish)  

 

Student Name Lesson 1 
 Date:  

Lesson 2   
Date:  

Lesson 3 
Date:  

Lesson 4 
Date:  

Indication  +/ ✔/ - +/ ✔/ - +/ ✔/ - +/ ✔/ - 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

  

http://ngss.nsta.org/DisplayStandard.aspx?view=pe&id=40
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Earth’s Changing Shape: Self-Evaluation, Lesson 1 (After “Explore”)  

 

Name: _______________________________________________ Date: __________________ 

 

Circle how you feel about each “I can…” statement.  

🙂 = I’m good at this! 

😐 = I’m OK at this.  
🙂 = I don’t know how to do this yet. 

  
I can describe patterns showing how 

earth’s landforms are shaped.  🙂     😐     🙂 
I can use a model to demonstrate 

landform changes.  🙂     😐     🙂 

I can use a sketch, drawing or model to 

design a solution to a problem.  🙂     😐     🙂 

I can measure length using standard 

units of measurement.  🙂     😐     🙂 

I can describe and classify the 

properties of different materials that I 

observe.  
🙂     😐     🙂 
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Earth’s Changing Shape: Lesson 1 Formative Assessment (During “Evaluate”) 

Name: _______________________________________________

 Date: __________________ 

 

1. How are earth’s landforms shaped? 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

2. How long does it take to shape the Earth’s lands?  

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

3. How can we design an object to solve a problem? 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

4. How can we measure data and represent our findings to others?  

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________ 
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5. What do you wonder about this topic?  

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

Earth’s Changing Shape: Lesson 1 Formative Assessment Rubric 

 

Name: _______________________________________________ Date: __________________ 

Concepts Level 1--Below Level 2--Meets Level 3--Exceeds 

How are Earth’s 
landforms shaped?  

Unable to answer 
question in either 
drawing, words or 
orally. Or, information 
provided is completely 
inaccurate.  

Able to demonstrate that 
land changes through 
wearing away through wind, 
water or ice (names at least 
1 of these) or that land 
changes through another 
logical process: faults, 
earthquakes, volcano, 
erosion, glaciers 

Uses any of the unit 
vocabulary in description 
to explain land-shaping 
processes: surface, faults, 
earthquakes, volcano, 
erosion, glacier. 
Description is clear and 
accurate.  

How long does it take to 
shape the Earth’s lands?  

Unable to answer 
question in either 
drawing, words or 
orally. Or, information 
provided is completely 
inaccurate.  

Able to explain EITHER that 
land can change slowly over 
many, many years (erosion, 
faults, glaciers) OR quickly 
over a few minutes or hours 
or days (earthquakes, 
volcano, landslide). Minor 
misconceptions may be 
present.  

Able to explain that land 
changes can happen 
BOTH slowly over many, 
many years (erosion, 
faults, glaciers) AND 
quickly over a few 
minutes or hours or days 
(earthquakes, volcano, 
landslide). Accurate.  

How can we design an 
object to solve a 
problem?  

Unable to answer 
question in either 
drawing, words or 
orally. Or, information 
provided is completely 
inaccurate.  

Able to state that you can 
sketch, draw OR create a 
model to solve a problem 
(state at least 1).  

Able to state that you can 
sketch, draw OR create a 
model to solve a problem 
(state at least 1) AND that 
the shape of the object 
you create is important in 
solving your problem.  

How can we measure 
data and represent our 
findings to others?  

Unable to answer 
question in either 
drawing, words or 
orally. Or, information 
provided is completely 
inaccurate.  

Explains that we can 
measure using appropriate 
tools like a ruler (or 
describes measuring to the 
inch). OR Explains we can 
make graphs to show others.  

Explains that we can 
measure using 
appropriate tools like a 
ruler (or describes 
measuring to the inch). 
AND Explains we can 
make graphs to show 
others.  

What do you wonder 
about this topic?  

Unable to formulate 
questions in writing or 

Is able to formulate at least 
1 question that begins with 

Is able to formulate at 
least 1 higher level 
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orally.  either who, what, where, 
when, why or how.  

question that most likely 
begins with why or how.  

 

Total Score _________/ 15  

 

(10 points meet expectations, above consider enrichment, below consider additional instruction/ 

supports--see lesson for ideas--use this information for grouping students and providing additional 

instruction)  

 

 

 
Prior Learning Needed to Access Lesson How Prior Learning Will Be Built Upon  

▪ How to use a ruler to measure to the nearest 

whole number inch  

▪ Difference between a statement and a question 

▪ Express thoughts verbally and in writing 

▪ General understanding of what a landform is 

(general understanding of sand and dirt hills is 

helpful) If need to build understanding of 

landforms, read book from library on landforms 

and/ or view video here: 

https://www.aristoiclassical.org/apps/video/wa

tch.jsp?v=109168 (text accompanied at bottom of 

video does not always match proper spelling). 

Website resources here: 

https://kidsgeo.com/geology-for-

kids/landforms/  

● Understand what a pattern is 

● Understand the concept of cause and effect 

● Understand what a model is  

  

▪ Students will practice using rulers to measure by 
the whole inch and represent measurement data 
in a line plot 

▪ Generate questions on own using the 5Ws and 1 
H to begin sentences.  

▪ Students have multiple opportunities to discuss 
understandings verbally in partners, small groups 
and whole group situations. Students will be 
asked to practice writing their understanding in 
science notebooks. Some guidance provided in 
labeling in journals.  

▪ Students will expand on their understanding of a 
landform by learning what processes shape the 
land to change them over time.  

▪ Students will be asked to expand on their 
knowledge of patterns to analyze measurement 
data collected and patterns in landforms/ 
processes that shape the Earth.  
● Students will observe cause and effect in the 

exploration and will elaborate on this concept 
in context of the unit of study.  

● Students are asked to sketch a model in their 
science notebooks to solve a problem--in this 
lesson wind erosion of the sand and dirt 
castles.  

Teacher Background Information Resources   

▪ About Next Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS): http://ngss.nsta.org/About.aspx  

▪ Understanding Three-Dimensional Learning of 
NGSS: http://www.nextgenscience.org/three-
dimensions  

▪ Access the NGSS by Topic: 
http://ngss.nsta.org/AccessStandardsByTopic.a
spx  

▪ Classroom resources for NGSS 3-Dimensional 
Instruction: http://ngss.nsta.org/Classroom-
Resources.aspx  

▪ Professional Learning on NGSS standards: 
http://ngss.nsta.org/Professional-Learning.aspx  

 

https://www.aristoiclassical.org/apps/video/watch.jsp?v=109168
https://www.aristoiclassical.org/apps/video/watch.jsp?v=109168
https://kidsgeo.com/geology-for-kids/landforms/
https://kidsgeo.com/geology-for-kids/landforms/
http://ngss.nsta.org/About.aspx
http://www.nextgenscience.org/three-dimensions
http://www.nextgenscience.org/three-dimensions
http://ngss.nsta.org/AccessStandardsByTopic.aspx
http://ngss.nsta.org/AccessStandardsByTopic.aspx
http://ngss.nsta.org/Classroom-Resources.aspx
http://ngss.nsta.org/Classroom-Resources.aspx
http://ngss.nsta.org/Professional-Learning.aspx
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▪ Content on Earth’s Changing Shape Erosion 
(natural and human made): 
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclop
edia/erosion/  

▪ Content on other Earth-shaping processes: 
“The Forces That Change the Shape of the 
Earth”  
http://beyondpenguins.ehe.osu.edu/issue/eart
hs-changing-surface/the-forces-that-change-
the-face-of-earth  

▪ Formative Assessment Explanation and 60 
strategies for classroom use: 
http://www.stma.k12.mn.us/documents/DW/
Q_Comp/FormativeAssessStrategies.pdf  

 

https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/erosion/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/erosion/
http://beyondpenguins.ehe.osu.edu/issue/earths-changing-surface/the-forces-that-change-the-face-of-earth
http://beyondpenguins.ehe.osu.edu/issue/earths-changing-surface/the-forces-that-change-the-face-of-earth
http://beyondpenguins.ehe.osu.edu/issue/earths-changing-surface/the-forces-that-change-the-face-of-earth
http://www.stma.k12.mn.us/documents/DW/Q_Comp/FormativeAssessStrategies.pdf
http://www.stma.k12.mn.us/documents/DW/Q_Comp/FormativeAssessStrategies.pdf

